The present paper is concerned with the problem of scattering of obliquely incident surface water wave train passing over a step bottom between the regions of finite and infinite depth. Havelock expansions of water wave potentials are used in the mathematical analysis to obtain the physical parameters reflection and transmission coefficients in terms of integrals. Appropriate multi-term Galerkin approximations involving ultra spherical Gegenbauer polynomials are utilized to obtain very accurate numerical estimates for reflection and transmission coefficients. The numerical results are illustrated in tables.
Introduction
Scattering problems involving fixed vertical thin barriers of various configurations were investigated long back using a variety of mathematical methods (cf. Dean [1] , Ursell [2] , Evans [3] , Porter [4] , Mandal and Dolai [5] , etc.). The problems of water wave scattering by an irregular bottom have some considerable interest in the literature on linearised theory of water waves due to their importance in finding the effects of naturally occurring bottom obstacles such as sand ripples on the wave motion (cf. Roseau [6] , Kreisel [7] , Fitz Gerald [8] , Hamilton [9] , Newman [10] , Miles [11] , Mandal and Gayen [12] , Dolai and Dolai [13] ).
Problems involving the propagation of water waves in a fluid of variable depth can be divided into three categories: 'beach' problems, where the depth tends to zero, 'obstacle' problems, where the depth is a constant except for variations extending over a finite interval in space, and 'changing-depth' problems, where the depth changes from one limiting value to another limiting value. There have been many investigations of the beach and obstacle problems (cf. Stoker [14] , Wehausen and Laitone [15] ), but comparatively few studies have been made of the 'changing depth' case (cf. Bartholomeusz [16] , Evans and McIver [17] , Newman [10] , Dolai [18] ). The importance of wave propagation in the case of changing depth is obvious in many coastal situations such as the passage of waves over a continental shelf. As an idealization of such a problem, we consider here the case of wave propagation over a step bottom between the regions of finite and infinite depth.
Formulation of the problem
We consider the motion in an inviscid, homogeneous, incompressible liquid which is supposed confined between the regions of finite and infinite depth. Cartesian axes are chosen on the mean free surface while the ( , ) x z plane has its origin directly above the step, and the axis of y is directed down wards into the liquid. The shallower water is of finite depth h , the deeper water is of infinite depth. A simple sketch of the problem is given in Fig.1 . Fig.1 . Geometry of the problem.
A simple harmonic progressive oblique wave train originating at x   is incident on the step, and is partially reflected and partially transmitted. Assuming linear theory, the time harmonic progressive waves from positive infinity can be represented by the velocity potentials Re
,  being the angle of incidence,  being the frequency of the incoming waves and g being the gravity. Due to the presence of the step, the oblique incident wave train is partially reflected by the step and partially transmitted through the gap. If the resulting motion is described by the velocity potential Re 
the free surface condition r is the distance from the edge ( , ) 0 h , and the infinity condition
T R are the unknown transmission and reflection coefficients to be determined. 
Method of solution
where ,
Using Eqs (3.3) in Eqs (3.1) and (3.2), we find
Use of Havelock's [19] inversion theorem in Eq.(3.4) produces
Using Eqs (3.6), (3.7), (3.9) in Eq.(3.5) and from Eq.(3.8), we find
where
It may be noted that the function   
Using Eq.(3.21) in Eqs (3.1) and (3.2), we find
Use of Havelock's [19] inversion theorem in Eq.(3.22) produces
Using Eqs (3.24), (3.25), (3.27) in Eq.(3.23) and from Eq.(3.26), we find
It may be noted that the function    present method numerical procedure for the numerical computations of reflection and transmission coefficients is quite efficient. We also note from these tables that for normal incidence of the wave train
Similar observations were pointed out by Newman [10] . For normal incidence of the surface wave train, the results are compared with Newman [10] results and a very good agreement is achieved. 
Conclusion
The method of multi-term Galerkin approximations in terms of ultra spherical Gegenbauer polynomials has been utilized here to obtain very accurate numerical estimates for the reflection and transmission coefficients in the water wave scattering problem of obliquely incident surface wave train on an obstacle in the form of a step between the regions of finite and infinite depth. By choosing only five terms in the Galerkin approximations, we achieve almost six figure accuracy in the numerical estimates for the reflection and transmission coefficients. The numerical results are illustrated in tables. For normal incidence of the surface wave train, the results are compared with the known results available in the literature and a very good agreement is achieved.
Nomenclature
g  gravity h  depth of the shallow water K  wave number 
